Chronic moderate sleep restriction in older long sleepers and older average duration sleepers: A randomized controlled trial
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ABSTRACT

Epidemiologic studies have consistently shown that sleeping <7 h and ≥8 h is associated with increased mortality and morbidity. The risks of short sleep may be consistent with results from experimental sleep deprivation studies. However, there has been little study of chronic moderate sleep restriction and little evaluation of older adults who might be more vulnerable to negative effects of sleep restriction, given their age-related morbidities. Moreover, the risks of long sleep have scarcely been examined experimentally. Moderate sleep restriction might benefit older long sleepers who often spend excessive time in bed (TIB) in contrast to older adults with average sleep patterns. Our aims are: (1) to examine the ability of older long sleepers and older average sleepers to adhere to 60 min TIB restriction; and (2) to contrast effects of chronic TIB restriction in older long vs. average sleepers. Older adults (n = 100) (60–80 years) who sleep 8–9 h per night and 100 older adults who sleep 6–7.25 h per night will be examined at 4 sites over 5 years. Following a 2-week baseline, participants will be randomized to one of two 12-week treatments: (1) a sleep restriction involving a fixed sleep–wake schedule, in which TIB is reduced 60 min below each participant’s baseline TIB; and (2) a control treatment involving no sleep restriction, but a fixed sleep schedule. Sleep will be assessed with actigraphy and a diary. Measures will include glucose tolerance, sleepiness, depressive symptoms, quality of life, cognitive performance, incidence of illness or accident, and inflammation.
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1. Introduction

Epidemiologic studies tend to show that self-reported sleep duration of <7 h and ≥8 h is associated with increased mortality [1–4] and morbidity, including cardiovascular disease [5], diabetes [6], and stroke [7]. These associations have been observed following control for over 30 covariates, follow-up duration of 10–20 years, and across all adult age strata.

The risks associated with short sleep are consistent with a vast literature indicating detrimental effects of experimental sleep restriction [8–11]. However, experimental studies have concentrated on short-term (≤5 days) manipulations involving profound sleep restriction (loss of ≥4 h per night) in young
adults. There has been little experimental study of chronic moderate sleep restriction, which is far more pervasive, and therefore more relevant to public health.

The risks of long sleep have scarcely been examined experimentally [12]. However, given epidemiologic data showing adverse effects of long sleep, long sleepers possibly could benefit from moderate sleep restriction. There are particularly compelling rationales for examining the risks/benefits of chronic moderate sleep restriction in older adults, as conflicting hypotheses regarding effects of sleep restriction can be experimentally evaluated.

Older adults might be more vulnerable than young adults to negative effects of sleep restriction, as short sleep duration is associated with inflammation [13]. Even among long sleepers, negative effects of sleep restriction might be accentuated if long sleep truly reflects an extra need for sleep, or underlying morbidity, or advanced aging, as many have posited.

On the other hand, older adults might tolerate (or benefit) from moderate sleep restriction. Older adults tend to spend more time in bed (TIB), despite decreases in total sleep time with age [14], and this “extra” TIB could contribute to age-associated sleep fragmentation, depression, and low energy, which might be ameliorated by TIB restriction. Even among older adults who sleep an average duration, moderate TIB restriction might have benefits without much sleep curtailment [15]. The longer a person’s habitual TIB, the greater might be the tolerance or positive benefits of chronic sleep restriction. Indeed, our recent study of older long sleepers (≥8.5 h) found no adverse effects of 8 weeks of TIB restriction (90 min) [16].

The study will investigate the effects of chronic, moderate TIB restriction on multiple outcomes in older adults with average vs. long sleep duration, with examination of inflammatory biology dynamics as a potential mechanism. Cellular and genetic markers of inflammation are activated by sleep loss [17,18], and are associated with morbidity risk [19–21]. Further, the study will provide an extensive assessment of whether long sleepers can adhere to sleep restriction with benefits, or at least without adverse consequences. These trials might begin exploration of sleep restriction as a potential large-scale risk-prevention intervention.

The aims of this randomized controlled trial are: (1) to examine the ability of older (ages 60–80) long (8–9 h) and average sleepers (6–7.25 h) to adhere to a 60 min time-in-bed restriction for 12 weeks; and (2) to contrast the effects of TIB restriction on health-related measures and on markers of inflammation, in long vs. average sleepers.

2. Methods

2.1. Study overview

This 5-year home-based randomized controlled trial [22] will examine health, mood, quality of life, and performance effects of moderate restriction of time in bed (TIB) for 12 weeks, and will also evaluate inflammatory markers that are related to these outcomes. Across four experimental sites, we will contrast n = 100 adults (25 per site) ages 60–80 years who report sleeping ≥8 h but ≤9 h per night (hereafter: long sleepers) and n = 100 (25 per site) age-matched adults who report sleeping 6–7.25 h per night (hereafter: average sleepers). For both the long sleepers and the average sleepers, we will compare the effects of sleep restriction vs. control treatment, and these effects will be contrasted between long sleepers vs. average sleepers. Following a 2-week baseline period, the participants will be randomly assigned to one of two 12-week treatments. (1) In a sleep restriction treatment, participants will be assigned to a fixed sleep–wake schedule, in which TIB will be reduced 60 min below each participant’s median baseline TIB. (2) In a control treatment, the participants will undergo no sleep restriction, but will follow a fixed sleep schedule consistent with baseline TIB. Throughout the experiment, sleep will be monitored continuously by wrist actigraphy, supplemented with daily diaries. Experimental questionnaires will be entered via a study web site. Foci will include body weight, glucose tolerance, sleepiness, depression, quality of life, neurobehavioral performance, cellular and genomic markers of inflammation, incidence of illness, incidence of automobile accidents, and physical activity. Follow-up assessments for each participant will be conducted for 12 months after completion of the intervention. The study is registered in clinicaltrials.gov (NCT01642719).

2.2. Participant recruitment and screening

Participants will be 100 adults ages 60–80 years who report sleeping an average of 8–9 h per night, and n = 100 in the same age range who report sleeping an average of 6.0–7.25 h per night.

Recruitment will involve a multi-stage process of initial questionnaire screening, informing prospective participants about the study, medical screening, and further screening based upon baseline recording. Approximately equal numbers of participants will be recruited from each of 4 experimental sites: Columbia, SC, Los Angeles, CA, Tucson, AZ, and New York, NY. Recruitment will be structured to reflect the racial/ethnic distribution of the populations at each location.

2.3. Initial questionnaire screening

After initial contact and a brief phone screen, potential participants will be given detailed information about the study, and participants will complete questionnaires. Exclusion criteria will include: (1) reported average sleep duration of <8.0 h or >9.0 h for the long sleepers, or <6 h or >7.25 h for the average sleepers; (2) spending >30 min time in bed in the morning and/or night outside of the major sleep period (e.g., watching tv), which could make it hard to define TIB; (3) expected change in usual sleep duration in the near future (e.g., change in work schedule); (4) reported average napping of >2 naps/day or total nap duration of >90 min/day; (5) recent shift-work (previous 2 months) or travel across multiple time zones (previous 4 weeks), or plans for performing shift-work or transmeridian travel during the intervention; (6) risk of severe sleep apnea (STOP questionnaire) [23]; (7) obesity (body mass index ≥35), a strong predictor of apnea; (8) high daytime sleepiness (Epworth Sleepiness Scale ≥10) [24]; (9) moderately severe depression (Patient Health Questionnaire-9 ≥15) [25]; (10) use of hypnotics or other drugs prescribed to promote sleep; (11) alcohol or drug use disorder; (12) any medical, neurologic, or psychiatric illness causing long sleep; factors associated with significant abnormalities of inflammation (a key outcome variable), including (13) several medical
disorders (e.g., rheumatoid arthritis), (14) medications (e.g., steroids) and (14) current smoking; and (15) any health or mental condition that would contraindicate participation in the rigors of the study (e.g., MI in previous 3 years). Note that some quantity of sleep apnea and periodic limb movements in sleep is so common in people over 60 years that exclusion for mild apnea or PLMS would mean that only a highly biased and rare selection of persons ≥60 years could be studied. Based upon our previous data (supported by NIH HL71560) showing tolerance to sleep restriction in older adults [16,26], as well as our goal of obtaining a more representative sample, the present study will not exclude for moderate depression (PHQ-9 < 15), moderate sleep apnea (AHI < 15), Type 2 diabetes, or use of antidepressant drugs, so long as there is a period of stable use (≥8 weeks) prior to the experiment. Besides race and ethnicity, other demographics assessed will include employment, socioeconomic and marital status, the Dysfunctional Beliefs and Attitudes about Sleep Scale [27], and the Munich Chronotype Questionnaire.

2.4. Laboratory screening day 1

Potential participants who appear suitable based upon questionnaire responses will meet with the experimenters for further study orientation and screening. Each participant will then be invited to sign a written informed consent to participate in the remainder of the study, under the direction of the IRB of the respective institution. Immediately after signing consent, the participants will practice using the study website, which will be used for the study questionnaires. Participants who are unwilling or unable to use this technology (n = 20) will be enrolled, so long as they are willing to call a dedicated laboratory answering machine for their daily sleep diary, and to complete the paper and pencil questionnaires as scheduled. The participants’ personal physicians will be informed about the study and will have the opportunity to advise against participation.

2.5. Sleep apnea screening (1 night)

Absence of severe sleep apnea will be determined with the WatchPat device [28], an FDA-approved home apnea screening device. An AHI of ≥15 events per hour of sleep will result in exclusion.

2.6. Physical examination and medical/sleep history

The next steps will be physical examination, screening laboratory tests (e.g., complete blood count, metabolic panel) and interview with a physician, which will determine the participant’s sleep history; help rule out obvious sleep disorders or medical causes of long sleep; and establish adequate health for study participation.

2.7. Scheduling

Following screening, the participants will be assessed for a 2-week baseline and a 12-week treatment. The 14-week assessment will be scheduled to avoid circumstances that might greatly alter sleep (e.g., travel). Staff will have interview contact with the participants after baseline and after treatment weeks 2, 4, 8, and 12.

2.8. Home baseline recording

Besides pre-treatment data, the baseline period will also provide a final screen for the participants’ ability and willingness to adhere to the protocol. During the 14-day baseline, the participants will be asked to maintain the usual habits of sleep, napping, exercise, and caffeine and alcohol intake, and they will wear a wrist actigraphic monitor for continuous assessment of sleep–wake activity and illumination. Each participant will be provided with a notebook with detailed instructions for using the study web site, a set of hard copies of the questionnaires to which they can refer when using the web site, and a customized schedule for completing each questionnaire. Staff will monitor the web site daily to verify successful completion of the questionnaires and adherence to the protocol. For the participants who record their responses on a laboratory answering machine, staff will enter the responses into the web site. Staff will contact the participants up to 3 times during baseline to offer help, if needed. The participants providing less than 11 days of satisfactory data (e.g., completing the questionnaires and wearing actigraphs) during baseline (80% of the days) will be excluded from the study.

2.9. Sleep habit interview

The participants will undergo a semi-structured interview with a study anthropologist to assess social, environmental, cognitive and behavioral factors that might explain why the participants are long or average sleepers. For example, participants will be asked questions that probe their life and family history of sleep; whether they are night owls or morning larks; how much sleep they think they need for health, well-being, etc; whether they feel bad when they cannot sleep their usual sleep duration; whether they worry about not getting enough sleep; the extent to which they sleep as long as they do because they have time to do so, they are bored, they are avoiding stressors, whether they have heard that they should sleep ≥8 h; whether their sleep duration can be partly attributed to habit; and whether their sleep habits were altered following a health or life event.

2.10. End of baseline visit

At the end of baseline, the research staff will download the actigraphic data. Reported long sleepers demonstrating a median baseline actigraphic TIB of <8 h or >9 h will be excluded, and reported average sleepers demonstrating a median baseline TIB of <6 or >7.25 h will be excluded from further participation in the study. Moreover, any participant demonstrating a median nap frequency of >2/day, or median nap duration of >90 min/day will be excluded from further participation in the study. The participants who have passed this final screen will then receive experimental randomization and instructions.
2.11. Experimental treatment randomization

At 4 study sites, a total of \( N = 200 \) will pass through baseline screening. Blocked randomization (in groups of 5 subjects per site) will be used to assign participants by a ratio of 3:2 to a sleep restriction treatment or control treatment, stratified based upon sex and baseline TIB duration (\(< 8.5 \text{ h vs.} \geq 8.5 \text{ h for the long sleepers;} < 6.5 \text{ h vs.} \geq 6.5 \text{ h for the average sleepers})\). A 3:2 assignment provides more assessment of the effects of sleep restriction with almost the same statistical power as a 3:3 assignment.

Following treatment assignment, the participants will be given standardized statements designed to minimize potential expectancy biases. For example, they will be warned about potential negative effects of TIB restriction, but they will also be told that the interventions may have no effect or even positive effects. After these statements, they will complete 5-point Likert questions about their expected ability to complete the study, and of expected changes in sleep, sleepiness, health, mood, which will be used to assess how expectancy might influence outcomes. The participants will be assigned a treatment without concealment of the treatment. The principal investigators will be blinded to the treatment assignment, except following the occurrence of an adverse event or drop-out from the study.

2.11.1. Sleep restriction

The participants randomized to sleep restriction treatments (\( n = 60 \) long and \( n = 60 \) average sleepers) will be asked to reduce their TIB by 60 min below their median baseline TIB, and to maintain this sleep restriction every night for 12 weeks. For example, if they spend 9.0 h TIB during baseline, they will reduce their TIB to 8.0 h. In previous research by one of the authors, participants reporting sleep duration of \( \geq 8.5 \text{ h} \) tolerated reducing their TIB by a mean of 83 min without negative consequences [16].

The effects of 60 min TIB restriction for the average sleepers are more difficult to predict. Experimental studies have reported mixed findings regarding whether older average sleepers can tolerate chronic modest TIB restriction without negative effects [15,29,30]. The present study will provide a unique exploration of competing hypotheses that 60 min TIB restriction might result either in similar tolerance in long and average sleepers (perhaps via sleep consolidation) or rather symptoms of sleep debt.

The participants will be asked to keep a precise sleep schedule throughout the 12 weeks, turning the lights off for sleep and arising at the same times, and using an alarm clock, if needed. The strategy for reducing TIB will be negotiated on an individual basis with each subject, and can be changed slightly during the experiment. An attempt will be made to tailor the TIB restriction to each individual’s sleep pattern. For example, if a participant has difficulty falling asleep, his/her bedtime will be delayed; if there are problems with early morning awakening, the wake-up time will be advanced, etc. Retrospectively, it will be possible to explore the extent to which both objective TIB curtailment and TST curtailment are correlated with beneficial or adverse effects. The relative effects of delaying bedtime and advancing wake-time will also be assessed. The participants will be asked to maintain their usual napping habits. A moderate increase in caffeine intake (\( \leq 200 \text{ mg} \)) will be permitted. Caffeine intake will be monitored daily on the web site.

2.11.2. Fixed TIB control

The participants randomized to control treatment (\( n = 40 \) long and \( n = 40 \) average sleepers) will also maintain fixed bedtimes, wake-times, times in bed, and napping, consistent with each person’s average baseline. Increased caffeine intake (\( \geq 200 \text{ mg} \)) will also be permitted. Thus, nonspecific effects, which might include contact with research staff, participation in the procedures, regularization of the sleep schedule, and expectation of benefit will be balanced.

2.12. Time schedule

The 5-year project will examine 10–12 participants per year who enter randomization at each of 4 experimental sites. During 14-week intervals, 2–5 participants will be studied at each site.

2.13. Measurements taken before and after the 12-week intervention (timeline in Table 2)

2.13.1. Metabolic monitoring

About 1 week before the 2-week baseline, and during the last week of the study, the participants will be given a morning oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT). Following a 12-h fast and 24-h abstinence from exercise, the participants will arrive at the laboratory. The staff will record body weight with a calibrated scale and height. Baseline BMI \( \geq 35 \) will require study exclusion. The participants will remain in a seated position throughout the OGTT. A pre-ingestion blood sample (28 ml) will be drawn 5 min before glucose ingestion for the OGTT to allow for assessment of the lipid panel, genetic assessment, and markers of inflammation. Blood for plasma (10 ml) will be drawn into EDTA vacutainers, placed on ice, centrifuged at 4 °C within 30 min, and plasma aliquots are stored at –80 °C for batch assays. Blood for peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) (10 ml) will be drawn into heparinized vacutainers at room temperature. PBMC will be isolated using a Becton Dickinson (BD) Vacutainer™ CPT™ tube at each of the 4 sites. Aliquots of PBMCs (\( 2 \times 10^6 \) cells per/ml) will be unstimulated or stimulated with IL-6 (10 ng/ml) or with TNF-α (10 ng/ml) for 15 min at 37 °C and then immediately fixed in 2% para-formaldehyde and stored at –80 °C until transferred to UCLA’s IBC for subsequent intranuclear staining of the transcription factor signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT 3) (IL-6 stimulant) or NFKB (TNF-α stimulant). The participant will then consume a 1.75 g/kg bolus of glucose (maximum dose: 75 g). Blood samples will be drawn at 30, 60, 90, and 120 min following glucose ingestion (2 ml per sample). Thus, the total amount of blood drawn will be 36 ml (~0.5 oz). We will assess fasting and post-ingestion levels of glucose and insulin and subsequent area under the curve.

2.13.2. Lipid panel

Fasting samples will be obtained at commencement of the OGTT and mailed to the UCLA site (where these and OGTT assays are routine) for assay for total cholesterol, HDL, LDL, VLDL, and triglycerides. An association of long sleep with
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2.14.1. Actigraphic and diary sleep assessment
Throughout the 14-week period, the participants will wear wrist actigraphic monitors for continuous assessment of sleep–wake. Participants failing to wear the actigraph for ≥80% of any 2-week period during the experiment will be dropped from the study. All sites will use the Actiwatch Spectrum device (Philips Respironics). The large number of nights that can be recorded with actigraphy improves the stability of estimates of sleep in the presence of night-to-night variability, and actigraphy also provides monitoring of out-of-bed sleep, which may have greater face validity as a measure of consequences of sleep loss than subjective sleepiness measures or laboratory tests. Although actigraphy has some inaccuracies, in a design in which each subject’s baseline serves as the control, the relative change in sleep during the intervention should be highly reliable for contrasting the treatment groups. The following variables will be assessed for each night: sleep latency, total sleep time, TIB, and sleep efficiency. In addition, daily measures of the number of naps and total duration of naps will be calculated. In a daily morning sleep diary, the participants will input: (1) times and duration of recalled naps of the previous day; (2) medications used to promote night-time sleep or daytime alertness; (3) time of getting into bed; (4) time of lights off trying to go to sleep, (5) final time of awakening; (6) final time of arising from bed; and self-estimations of (8) SOL, (9) TST, (10) WASO, and (11) overall sleep quality. The following illumination metrics will also be assessed: acrophase, mesor, first 4-h and last 4-h of wakefulness, time spent in darkness (<5 lx).

2.14.2. Subjective sleepiness
At the end of each week, the subjects will complete the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) [24]. The participants reporting ESS of ≥ 10 will be dropped from the experimental intervention as a safety precaution.

2.14.3. Physical examinations
During screening and during treatment weeks 2, 6, and 12 or within 3 days following the experiment, the participants...
Table 2
Experimental measures during the 2-week baseline and 12-week intervention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-screening</th>
<th>Baseline (weeks 1-2)</th>
<th>Treatment (weeks 3-14)</th>
<th>Follow-up (4, 8, 12 months post-treatment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glucose tolerance test for insulin sensitivity</td>
<td>Sleep diary collected and actigraphy-daily</td>
<td>Sleep diary collected and actigraphy</td>
<td>1-Week sleep diary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammatory markers</td>
<td>Epworth sleepiness scale</td>
<td>Psychomotor vigilance test (PVT)</td>
<td>SF-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Functional outcomes of sleep (FOSQ)</td>
<td>Geriatric depression scale (GDS)</td>
<td>Multi-D fatigue scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetics</td>
<td>Lipid panel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Eating habits (REAP-S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipid panel</td>
<td>Weight-related hormones</td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical exam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical exam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-Week sleep diary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SF-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Epworth sleepiness scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FOSQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Modified sleep questionnaire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
will receive a physical exam to identify potential adverse effects of the experiment. Medical burden will be evaluated using the Charlson Index [36]. This final exam will also include 12-h fasting glucose and blood pressure assessment.

2.14.4. Depression, health-related quality of life, outcomes of sleepiness, fatigue

After baseline, and after treatment weeks 1, 2, and every 2 weeks thereafter, the participants will complete web-based questionnaires for depression (Geriatric Depression Scale) [37], health-related quality of life (SF-36) [38], Functional Outcomes of Sleepiness (FOSQ) [39], and fatigue (Multi-Dimensional Fatigue Scale) [40]. With the emergence of pathological depression (GDS > 16) or large decrements in SF-36 (10–15, depending on scale) or in FOSQ (decrease of 5 in global measure), the participant will be dropped from the experimental intervention and referred to appropriate care as needed.

2.14.5. Neurobehavioral performance battery

The following battery of tests will be administered following baseline, and following treatment weeks 2, 4, 8, and 12. The participants will be asked to refrain from napping, caffeine intake and exercise prior to testing.

*Psychomotor Vigilance Test (PVT)*: A 10-min PVT will measure sustained attention. The PVT is a widely used test, with established reliability, validity and high sensitivity for performance declines following sleep loss [41]. Metrics that will be assessed will include median reaction time (RT), the fastest 10% of responses, the slowest 10% of responses, the number of response “lapses” (RT > 500 ms), and standard deviation of responses.

*The Stroop Color–Word Test* [42] is a test of cognitive interference. This test requires participants to read aloud words or colors while timed during three different tasks: randomly ordered words (task A); randomly ordered blocks of colors (task B); and randomly ordered words with conflicting colors (e.g., the word red in green ink). An interference score, calculated as the ratio of time on task C to the time on task B, will be the outcome measure for this test. Performance on the SCWT is impaired in individuals with OSA [43].

*The Trail-making Test (TMT)* [44] is a task that assesses frontalcortex function. In Part A of the TMT, the participants connect 25 consecutively numbered circles in ascending numerical order. In Part B, the participants connect 25 circles, alternating between ascending sequences of numbers and letters (i.e., 1, A, 2, B, etc.). The difference between the time to complete Part B and Part A was used as the main outcome measure for this test. Performance on the TMT has been shown to be impaired in individuals with sleep apnea [45].

2.14.6. Daily opportunity to report negative effects, accidents, or emergencies

Every time the participants access the web site, they will be prompted to report whether they have had any negative or positive effects of being in the study, and to provide open-ended comments. The participants will also be prompted to report accidents that may have occurred. Each time a participant has an accident while driving, while at home, or while working, the participant will complete a brief accident report on the web site, detailing the nature, severity, and presumed cause of the accident. Should the participants attribute any accident to sleepiness, fatigue, or to unknown causes, they will be excluded from further experimental regulation of their sleep, though we will continue to attempt to obtain the dependent measures. Likewise, the participants will report visits to the emergency room or hospitalizations, which could result in study exclusion if attributed to one of these causes. Using informed consent, accident reports will be obtained from police or departments of motor vehicle records.

2.14.7. Physical activity

During baseline week 2 and during treatment weeks 4, 8, and 12, an actigraph will also be worn on the waist (MTI, Inc.) for continuous estimation of physical activity. Such measurement has been validated against oxygen consumption [46]. At the conclusion of these weeks, physical activity will be further assessed with the Godin Physical Activity Recall Interview [47]. The proposed measures should detect moderate increases in physical activity that might result from sleep restriction. Since fatigue and sleepiness are predictors of inactivity, these data will also provide some indication of deleterious responses.

2.14.8. Upper respiratory tract infections (URT)

Perhaps the most ecologically valid method of determining the effects of sleep restriction on immune functioning is to assess the incidence of illness during the experiment. Incidence/severity of URTI will be assessed with the 21-item Wisconsin Upper Respiratory Symptom Survey [48], completed daily while the subject is experiencing symptoms. Quantified will be the number of days the participant notes illness and severity as determined by the sum of the scores from the individual items.

2.14.9. Eating habits

Eating habits will be assessed at baseline and after treatment weeks 2 and 12 with the Rapid Eating Assessment for Patients (REAP-Short Form) questionnaire [49]. On this 13-item scale, the participants will be asked to indicate how frequently they skip breakfast, eat at restaurants, and eat various categories of food (e.g., processed meats, fried foods) using three response options (1 = rarely/never, 2 = sometimes, 3 = usually/often). The total score will be derived by summing the scores of the 13 items.

2.14.10. Drop-out criteria

Detailed records of the date and reported reasons for drop-out will be recorded. The ombudsman will interview each drop-out, particularly focusing on whether the participant dropped out because of inability/unwillingness to restrict sleep, difficulty adhering to a rigid experimental schedule in general, health problems, or for unexpected personal or professional reasons. When drop-outs occur, we will attempt to continue collecting experimental data (besides actigraphy). The participants may also be excluded for failure to adhere at least 80% to the protocol of TIB stability and/or restriction and completion of study questionnaires, etc.
2.15. Post-treatment assessments

2.15.1. Ombudsman reports

After the 12-week intervention, a study ombudsman will contact each participant (20 min) and will attempt to elicit detailed (and blinded) feedback regarding difficulties or complaints about the experiment. The ombudsman will be otherwise independent of the study so that participants might feel more comfortable discussing these issues. Verifying that participants are treated fairly and courteously is an aim of the reports, which might prompt the ombudsman to request modification of the approach to assessing participants, or possibly termination of the study if a volunteer reports severe negative reactions that are not otherwise detected.

2.15.2. Follow-up assessment

Using the web site, the SF-36, ESS, FOSQ, and a 1-week sleep diary will be assessed at 4, 8 and 12 months after completing the study. In addition, the participants will be asked to complete a questionnaire assessing whether they have modified their sleep after participating in the study. At the 5-year mark, final one-year follow-ups will not have occurred for a few participants, but will be obtained subsequently when possible.

2.15.3. Drop-out assessment

Detailed records of the date and reported reasons for drop-out will be recorded. The ombudsman will interview each drop-out, particularly focusing on whether the participant dropped out because of inability or unwillingness to restrict or regulate sleep, difficulty adhering to a rigid experimental schedule in general, health problems, or for unexpected personal or professional reasons. When drop-outs occur, we will attempt to continue collecting experimental data (besides actigraphy) and will offer a small incentive. A multiple imputation approach will be used to handle missing data.

2.16. Data safety monitoring board (DSMB)

A DSMB has been developed to safeguard the interests of the study participants, assess the safety and efficacy of the study procedures, and to monitor the overall conduct of the study. The DSMB will convene at least twice during the first year of the study, at least once in remaining years, and more often if necessary, for example, to discuss adverse events that might arise. The DSMB consists of two sleep scientists, a sleep physician, a biostatistician, and an ethicist. The DSMB is an independent group advisory first to the IRBs at the associated institutions, and second to the NHLBI. The DSMB is required to provide recommendations about starting, continuing, and stopping the study. In addition, the DSMB is asked to make recommendations, as appropriate, to the IRBs and NHLBI about: efficacy of the study intervention; benefit/risk ratio of procedures and participant burden; selection, recruitment, and retention of participants; adherence to protocol requirements; completeness, quality, and analysis of measurements; amendments to the study protocol and consent forms; performance of individual centers and core labs; participant safety; notification of and referral for abnormal findings.

2.17. Statistical analyses and power calculations

Note: for each aim, there are rationales for examining treatment by group (long vs. average sleepers) effects, as well as conducting separate analyses of treatment effects for each group.

2.17.1. Aim 1: to examine whether older long and average sleepers...are able to adhere a 60-min TIB restriction for 12 week

For each participant, the average actigraphic nocturnal TIB will be computed for the 2-week baseline and for the 12-week treatment interval.

1) ANCOVA: \[ \Delta \text{TIB} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 A_{\text{Strti}} + \beta_2 A_{\text{Scon}} + \beta_3 L_{\text{Strti}} + \beta_4 L_{\text{Scon}} + \epsilon_i \]

where we model the average change in the mean time in bed for each participant as a function of whether the ith participant is a long sleeper in the treatment group LStrti, an average sleeper in the treatment group AStrti, or a long sleeper in the control group Lcon. We will assess the hypotheses (1) \( H_0: \beta_1 = 60, \beta_2 = 60, \beta_3 = 0 \) [Was the sleep restriction as designed?], (2) \( \beta_1 - \beta_2 = 0 \) [Were the long and average sleepers both able to restrict sleep by the prescribed amount?] for which we will have 80% power to detect an effect size difference of 0.5, for example, a change of 50 ± 15 min (assuming SD of 30 min).

2) ANCOVA: \[ \text{Ndays} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 A_{\text{Strti}} + \beta_2 A_{\text{Scon}} + \beta_3 L_{\text{Strti}} + \beta_4 L_{\text{Scon}} + \beta_5 \text{Age} + \beta_6 \text{Gender} + \epsilon_i \]

where we model the number of days remaining in the study as a function of whether the ith participant is a long sleeper in the treatment group LStrti, an average sleeper in the treatment group AStrti, a long sleeper in the control group Lcon, their age, and their gender. We will assess the hypotheses (1) \( H_0: \beta_1 = 0, \beta_2 = 0, \beta_3 = 0 \) [Did subjects complete the study regardless of group, treatment?], (2) \( \beta_1 - \beta_2 = 0 \) [Did the average vs. long sleepers stay in the study for the same amount of days?] for which we will have 80% power to detect an effect size of 0.5, e.g., duration in study of 60 ± 10 days (SD = 20 days). This analysis accounts for dropouts.

2.17.2. Aim 2: to contrast effects of TIB sleep restriction on health-related function

Incidence and duration of upper respiratory tract infections and incidence of accidents will be reported as they occur and will be compared between treatments with Cox Proportional Hazards. All the other outcomes will be modeled using ANCOVA controlling for baseline values and degree of TIB restriction. Glucose tolerance/insulin sensitivity, body weight, and multiple measures of inflammation will be assessed at baseline and intervention week 12. Ghrelin, leptin, obestatin, and dietary recall will be assessed at baseline and the end of each treatment weeks 2 and 12. Confounds such as BMI and alcohol use will be covariates in the analyses of inflammatory measures.

Most of the remaining variables will be assessed bi-weekly or more frequently. Variables measured daily will be summarized as bi-weekly mean values and models will be fit to the summary measures. Models for outcomes measured at least bi-weekly will include terms for assessing trends. Mean scores for baseline and for each of six 2-week treatment periods will be computed. We correct for multiple testing by
setting $\alpha = 0.01$. Each outcome will be assessed using the generalized linear model specification: $g(Y_{it}) = \beta_0 + \beta_1LStrt_i + \beta_2ASTrt_i + \beta_3LScni_i + \beta_4Age_i + \beta_5Gender_i + \beta_6Race_i + \beta_7BaseY_i + \epsilon_{it}$ where $g(Y_{it})$ is the link function transformation of the outcome for the $i$th participant at the $t$th treatment time as a function of whether the $i$th participant is a long sleeper in the treatment group $LStrt_i$, an average sleeper in the treatment group $ASTrt_i$, a long sleeper in the control group $LScni_i$, age, gender, race/ethnicity, and the average baseline levels. We are interested in the following three tests: (1) $H_0: \beta_2 = 0$ [For average sleepers, is there a treatment effect?], (2) $\beta_1 - \beta_2 = 0$ [For long sleepers is there a treatment effect?], (3) $\beta_1 + \beta_2 - 2\beta_3 = 0$ [Is there a treatment effect across both long and average sleepers?], (4) $\beta_1 - 2\beta_2 + \beta_3 = 0$ [Is the treatment effect for long sleepers the same as the treatment effect for average sleepers?]. We will have 80% power for (1) to detect an effect size of 0.780 for one measure, 0.546 for two repeated measures and of 0.313 for six repeated measures ($\alpha = 0.01$). We will have 80% power for (2) to detect an effect size of 0.633 for one measure, 0.444 for two repeated measures and of 0.255 for six repeated measures ($\alpha = 0.01$). We will have 80% power for (3) and (4) to detect an effect size of 0.273 for a single measure, 0.192 for two repeated measures and of 0.110 for six repeated measures ($\alpha = 0.01$). Table 1 displays modest changes which would be significant when comparing variables at a specific time period (we will have higher power when there are repeated measures).

Further analyses will explore the extent to which adherence and tolerance of TIB restriction varies depending on (1) history of morbidities, (2) medication use, and (3) the extent to which subjects’ habitual sleep duration can be attributed to voluntary habits vs. biological need; and (4) whether the restriction was accomplished via delaying bedtime, advancing wake time. Post-hoc analysis will also assess whether responses to the intervention are moderated by changes in light exposure.

3. Discussion

3.1. Is long sleep harmful?

Few concepts challenge prevailing assumptions in the sleep field more than the notion that 8 h of sleep might be harmful. Much current research on sleep and health has focused on negative consequences of insomnia or inadequate sleep, but the present study will address an important empirical void in addressing long sleep.

Notwithstanding prevailing assumptions, epidemiologic evidence indicates that the risks of long sleep are at least as great as the risks of short sleep [2,12]. Moreover, long sleep or long TIB might be a greater societal risk because some studies have found that a greater proportion of adults report sleeping $\geq 8$ h than those reporting $\leq 6$ h [1]. Nonetheless, the notion that long sleep could be harmful remains a topic of skepticism, centered around the following arguments addressed below: (1) “long sleep” (i.e., 8 h sleep), should be considered normal and healthy were it not for curtailment of sleep in our society; (2) self-reported sleep duration is more reflective of long TIB, not long TST; (3) associations of long sleep with mortality and morbidity must be explained by some confounding factor; and (4) there are no plausible mechanisms to explain how long sleep could be hazardous [50].

3.1.1. Societal sleep deprivation?

The notion that there is a societal epidemic of sleep deprivation has evolved partly in light of epidemiologic data cited above, as well several other lines of evidence. First, average sleep duration has apparently decreased over the last century [51], and from about 8 to 7 h over the past few decades [52], a trend that has coincided with an increased prevalence of obesity [53], diabetes [54], and reported fatigue [55]. However, these parallel population trends might reflect other factors, such as declines in energy expenditure, and are not necessarily causally linked. Moreover, there has not been consistent evidence for an increase over the past 35 year in the percentage of people reporting $< 6$ h sleep [56–58], the amount most closely linked with morbidity.

Second, although people often expand their sleep on weekends or in laboratory ad libitum sleep conditions [59], this behavior might not reflect a “sleep debt” any more than banquet overeating is indicative of malnutrition. Surveys indicate that people are more likely to sleep extra amounts for pleasure rather than to replace lost sleep [60].

3.1.2. Long total sleep time or long TIB?

Research suggests that self-reported long sleepers [61], as well as average sleepers [62], tend to overestimate their TST by about 60 min compared with objective data. Thus, reported sleep duration corresponds largely to TIB [62]. Mortality/morbidity risks associated with self-reported long sleep might be partly attributable to long TIB. However, given the high correlations of TIB with TST, reported long sleep is likely to be indicative of long physiologic sleep, as confirmed recently [63]. Research has also confirmed risks associated with objectively long sleep [64]. Moreover, studies that have discriminated between TIB and TST have found similar mortality associations with both measures [65].

3.1.3. Alternative explanations for risks associated with long sleep

As with risks of short sleep, risks of long sleep might be explained by multiple factors associated both with long sleep and health problems, including sleep apnea [66], depression [67], low socioeconomic status [68], unemployment [69], race/ethnicity [70], and low physical activity [12,71]. Moreover, long sleep might simply reflect a moribund state. Although epidemiologic studies have controlled for these factors, perhaps the control has not been comprehensive, nor have potential interactions between factors been fully assessed. On the other hand, statistical control for these factors might result in an underestimation of the risks. For example, if long sleep suppresses exercise [71], then controlling for exercise could obscure associations of long sleep with mortality. Randomized trials can experimentally control for confounding factors.

As much as 50% of reported sleep duration may be heritable [72], and the extent to which this genetic variation produces increased mortality via sleep duration per se or via independent causal pathways is unclear. Controlled experimental trials are needed to determine if excess mortality related to long sleep of genetic origin can be modified by sleep restriction or if long sleep due to other factors causes mortality and morbidity.
Mendelian randomization studies might prove useful in assessing causality if genes responsible for long sleep are identified.

3.1.4. How might long sleep be hazardous?

Perhaps all healthy behaviors may be hazardous in excessive amounts, and a similar hazard associated with long sleep/TIB is plausible via several potential mechanisms [12]. First, just 2–5 days of bed-rest can elicit significant impairments in insulin sensitivity and cardiovascular function [73]. Second, long sleep is associated with increased sleep fragmentation, which has been associated with poor health outcomes in epidemiologic research [74], and in studies of experimentally-induced fragmentation [75]. Third, long sleep duration could elicit metabolic changes that could lead to dyslipidemia [76]. Fourth, lethargy and malaise, noted after acute sleep extension [77] and in long sleepers [78], could be indicative of a cytokine imbalance as activation of inflammatory signaling is associated with fatigue [79].

Moderate sleep restriction could counteract such hazardous effects. It is noteworthy that sleep restriction therapy is one of the most effective treatments for primary insomnia [80], which is often associated with excessive time in bed in an attempt to compensate for insomnia. So profound are the improvements that despite decreases in TIB by 1–3 h, TST is often preserved [81]. Moreover, sleep restriction has had significant antidepressant effects [82].

Sleep restriction might be similarly beneficial for long sleepers. Evidence suggests that long sleepers might also be spending too much TIB, and this behavior can be partly explained by a conscious effort to go to sleep early, by misperceptions about what is adequate sleep, or by passive avoidance defenses [83].

3.2. Test of cumulative sleep debt

Another widely held assumption that will be challenged in the present study is that chronic sleep restriction will result in cumulative sleep debt and many negative health consequences [84]. Experimental sleep restriction studies have been limited mostly to short-term manipulations involving profound sleep restriction. Research involving chronic sleep restriction has revealed results that are not consistent with the results from short-term manipulations. Indeed, several earlier studies found that TIB in young 8-h sleepers could be reduced to 4.5–5.5 h over several months without impairments in performance or mood [85,86]. However, these studies lacked sufficient verification of adherence or sensitivity of measures, and the studies failed to assess biological consequences of sleep loss. The present study will provide the most comprehensive examination of the influence of chronic moderate sleep restriction.

3.3. Aging and sleep

Another limitation of experimental sleep deprivation studies is that they have focused mostly on young adults. Older adults might respond differently to sleep loss. The voluntary decision to spend long TIB seems apparent in older adults, who tend to spend more TIB than young adults despite a steady decline in objective sleep duration with age. Analogous to insomniacs, many older adults spend more TIB in an attempt to compensate for age-related disturbances in sleep [87]. Others seem to spend more TIB out of habit or mistaken beliefs [16]. However, there are vastly different viewpoints regarding the potential effects of TIB restriction in older adults.

There is some support for the hypothesis that reductions in sleep quantity and quality could contribute to morbidity and mortality associated with aging [88]. For example, research by Irwin et al. has shown an association of sleep disturbance with elevations in pro-inflammatory cytokines in older adults [13], which might be a mechanism by which poor sleep accelerates morbidity with aging.

In contrast, because aging is associated with increased wakefulness, and increased TIB [87], others have argued that older adults could benefit from moderate sleep restriction [89]. A study by Hoch et al. [15] found that 1 year of mild restriction of TIB (30 min) improved sleep in older adults who had no sleep complaints, and average baseline levels of TIB (7.8 h) and average TST (5.8 h) for their age. While sleep efficiency and delta power increased, TST also actually increased, despite the TIB restriction. Riedel et al. [29] found similar sleep benefits of moderate sleep restriction (~30 min) for 16 weeks in non-complaining older adults.

These studies did not assess biological variables. As reviewed above, increases in inflammation might occur with sleep restriction. Alternatively, modest sleep restriction might result in decreased inflammation by preserving delta sleep and eliciting decreases in sleep fragmentation [90]. This study will address these competing hypotheses by examining the effects of chronic 60-min TIB restriction in older adults who report average sleep (i.e., 6–7.25 h), as well as those who report long sleep (8–9 h).

Because long sleepers have relatively greater sleep fragmentation, older long sleepers might tolerate or benefit the most from moderate restriction of TIB. Our study will reduce an 8–9 h reported sleep period to 7–8 h in bed, which appears to be optimal in epidemiologic studies, and contrast this to reducing the sleep period below 6–7.25 h. On the other hand, if initial longer TST or TIB reflects a greater sleep need, then long sleepers might experience the often-demonstrated consequences of inadequate sleep.
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